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UPDATED REVIEW] The developer has made some great updates to this game. The tracking HUD (optional) is fantastic. I no
longer have to keep spinning around to see if something is silently sneaking up to smack me dead in an instant. The HUD seems
to borrow from Elite: Dangerous Though head look still isn't my favorite way to navigate it definitely feels a little more
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intuitive. The guns are still at the wrong angle (almost 90 degrees off), but that's something the dev is aware of and will
hopefully correct in an update. All in all, the gameplay feels much better and closer to it's coin-op ancestor! I now feel
comfortable recommending this early access game and look forward to continued updates. [OLD REVIEW] That excalated
quickly! I made it to wave 2 before eating a space rock. It's a challenging game, but I think that's partly because it's not
optimized as well as it could be. First, you're holding the guns at a really weird angle. Second, head look for navigation is a bad
choice. Third, game need a HUD system to show you nearby asteroids or at least a noise coming from the asteroids so you're not
getting smacked in the back of the head by a silent attacker without warning. I love the concept and would play this constantly if
it was better optimized. I can't recommend this game in its current state. Hopefully the developer will make some
improvements.. Played the demo for a long time and purchased it once it went on sale. You can play waves which end after you
destroy a predetermined number of asteroids or an arcade mode with endless asteroids. Using thrusters as your form of
locomotion takes getting used to, but it's possible to master. In summary, it is super fun and well worth the retail price.. Hard,
Classic, Asteroids. Takes you back to time immemorial. The 70's! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5nvth-kGtQ8. Has a nice
addicting quality. Should be priced a little lower IMHO as its really pretty simplistic. Fun regardless.. Fun blaster. Reminds me a
lot of the original where flying around took some skills that I sorely lack. Not for anyone that suffers vertigo. You are falling
through space! I think it should default to wave mode as the arcade (endless) mode gets too hectic too quickly. In endless if you
could at least clear the map before more crap came at you that would be nice. There are sooo many shiny things to collect but all
seem just a bit too far away I am always out of thrust. I think you need to coast more and/or the shiny objects should be slightly
attracted towards you.. [UPDATED REVIEW] The developer has made some great updates to this game. The tracking HUD
(optional) is fantastic. I no longer have to keep spinning around to see if something is silently sneaking up to smack me dead in
an instant. The HUD seems to borrow from Elite: Dangerous Though head look still isn't my favorite way to navigate it
definitely feels a little more intuitive. The guns are still at the wrong angle (almost 90 degrees off), but that's something the dev
is aware of and will hopefully correct in an update. All in all, the gameplay feels much better and closer to it's coin-op ancestor!
I now feel comfortable recommending this early access game and look forward to continued updates. [OLD REVIEW] That
excalated quickly! I made it to wave 2 before eating a space rock. It's a challenging game, but I think that's partly because it's
not optimized as well as it could be. First, you're holding the guns at a really weird angle. Second, head look for navigation is a
bad choice. Third, game need a HUD system to show you nearby asteroids or at least a noise coming from the asteroids so
you're not getting smacked in the back of the head by a silent attacker without warning. I love the concept and would play this
constantly if it was better optimized. I can't recommend this game in its current state. Hopefully the developer will make some
improvements.. Interesting thought occured to me. VR is blazing a new trail in gaming, but some of the best games or
experiences out their are re-makes of classics from the very first video games ever; and this works. For example, earlier on I
was playing Gunjack which is basically Space Invaders on steroids, and it is a blast! This is basically Asteroids on steroids, very
simple approach to it too. You are basically like Ironman flying around and blasting them. It works, is addicting and simple.
There is no storyline, which can also be good. In my mind I can create a mission such as "I am clearing space lanes for galactic
travelers, which is a great way to earn extra cash, being a top notch pilot.".. Remember the game Asteroids? That game sucked
pockets of quarters from me. This spiritual successor puts you in a 360 environment floating in space. You fly by jet pack and
have the famous hyperspace. It sounds really simple right? Throw in gigantic asteroids sometimes flying at breakneck speed and
you are in for a frantic experience. Beware those pesky aliens.. This game is very much a vr version of asteroids from years ago.
Asteroids are gigantic and very realistic looking. Your gonna have fun busting these rocks up.
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